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A IRE V ALLEY T IMES
S OON TO BE E X E D
Yes folks, it is true. This is my swan song,
my final foray into editing your AVT, my last
ever (alright, give it a rest!).
At last November’s Magic Action
Promotions’ (the rally organising arm of
Yorkshire MAG) AGM, I was pressed, er,
volunteered to be the “concert secretary”.
That means I book all the bands for all three
Yorkshire MAG rallies. It is a task and a half,
I thought I might be able to carry on editing
as well as do the band thing, but trying to
chase up articles for this rag and then trying
to organise recalcitrant musos (I am one
remember...) at the same time, all became
too much of a strain (swoon!).
I have thoroughly enjoyed my time as editor
and at least it got my name known to almost
everyone in the club, as well a some higher up in the HOG food chain. I hope my
successor, whoever it may be, has as much fun trying to get blood out of a stone,
(I mean getting articles from you lot). I will still be contributing stuff to this
wonderful magazine, such as rally reports, and interesting and useful stuff from
MAG.
One thing I have noticed in 2014 is the dryness of the rallies we’ve attended.
OK, there has been more rain over the last few weeks to make up for it, but in
general the bike has come home reasonably clean. One exception was the
Wallace rally in Stirling. Warm and dry over the weekend, but it started raining
(not too heavily, but enough) just south of Stirling all the way to Lockerbie. But
from there, the sun shone all the way home. Unlike last year where we woke up,
packed up and rode home in the heaviest rain ever, all the way to Skipton.
My last words on here now - I will be available to assist the next incumbent and I
have all the templates and previous issues stored (and backed up for those who
remember).
It has been a pleasure serving you.
SO LONG AND THANKS FOR ALL THE FISH

Dave
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T HE D IRECTOR ’ S M USINGS
So far this season has been great, we've already had some excellent
ride-outs and events, thanks to Allan and all the Road Captains and event
organisers for their good work.
The weekend of April 25th saw our annual Masham weekend event, the
ride up to Masham from LHD saw much better weather than forecast, we
arrived drier than expected. That set the tone for a great weekend, other
members who were not on the ride from LHD were arriving throughout the
afternoon. And no surprises we all met up in the bar for a few (well lots) of
drinks before a great meal, we held a raffle for a bottle of port donated by myself
which raised £120 for the Yorkshire Air Ambulance, then back to the bar for a
nightcap or two. Saturday started with a good breakfast, and then some people
got ready for the ride-out, others for the tour around one of the 2 breweries in the
town. Some for afternoon tea at Swinton Park. Again the weather for the ride-out
was again much better than the forecast, I can't say where the ride-out went as I
was bullied into going to Swinton Park. Saturday night was much the same as
Friday with a few good drinks followed by great food and more drinks, then bed.
We saw full a English Sunday morning then made our way home. I would like to say a big thank you to Sue & Mick Pierce
for once again organising a fantastic start to our season.
I had another brilliant trip down to the Eurofest Rally in Port Grimaud, St Tropez, and another great route down this year.
Saturday morning off the boat in Zeebrugge then 260 miles down the Coast Road past Calais, Dieppe and on to Deauville
where we stayed for the night. Knowing that in France it can be difficult to find fuel in rural areas on Sundays and Mondays
we all filled up, and then set off to Chateauroux, spending the day on some fantastic roads. Monday we made our way to
Millau, the route we choose was around 300 miles, some motorway and some on A roads. We saw stunning views and
travelled through beautiful countryside, a great days riding. Tuesday, our last days riding on the trip down to Port
Grimaud, we set off to cross the Millau bridge before passing through Montpellier and Marseille before arriving at our final
destination Port Grimaud. We were all ready to spend 5 days chilling on the beach, eating, drinking and watching the
bands. The entertainment was as good as ever, with lots of Dealers, demo rides and stalls, there was plenty to do on site. I
made a couple of trips by boat into St Tropez to have a look around at all the bikes parked where you would normally see
supercars.
The whole Rally was great as usual, although it is getting bigger as the years go on. On the Sunday after the Rally had
finished we set off up Route Napoleon (always a good ride even after doing it some 8 or more times it's still fab) to
Grenoble. The next day we rode 440 miles up to Luxembourg our last stop other than the boat on our return trip home.
After a good night out, the next morning we made our way after a stop for lunch in Blankenberge (I like popping in to
Blankenberge on the way to the ferry, always good coffee and cakes) to Zeebrugge and the boat home, 2059 miles and
weather couldn't have been better all the way.
The Gathering was another Rally I enjoyed this year, there were a good few Aire Valley members in attendance. The bands
were excellent as was the food, beer and hospitality of the Clyde Valley HOG members.
Last month saw our annual Hog the Humber Rally. I thought it was a magnificent weekend, and the weather certainly
played its part. Everyone I spoke to had a great time, and many people said that they liked the return to Brantingham Park.
All the staff at Brantingham were brilliant, the beer prices were great and the food was excellent and only £5 for a evening
meal. The highlight for me were the Chapter Games on the Saturday afternoon, great fun and a real good giggle. Once
again expertly run by Mr Steve King and Mr Phil Wilks, Thank you both for the great job you did.
Saturday evening saw the raffle and auction which was presented by Phil Wilks who single handedly prised money from
people who in the end just gave in and let him empty their wallets. Thanks to Phil for a job well done he raised £896 for
our charities on the auction alone.
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Now on to the Humber accounts
With pre-registrations, Gate & Bridge money, the raffle, the auction and Ann Davidson's healing hands we took £5647
Take off our outgoings amounting to £3487 we made a profit of £2160
We will leave the £160 in the Humber Account and give £2000 to be split between The Yorkshire Air Ambulance and &
Martins House Children Hospice.
After the bridge crossing I went around the car park thanking the people who had attended and everyone said that they had
a great day out.
A big thank you to Allan Ward and all his Road Captains for the excellent ride-out on the Saturday and for all their hard
work marshalling all the bikes on another safe ride both to and over the bridge.I would also like to thank Andie Hannam
and Sandra for all they did leading up to and over the weekend of the event, It would not happen without all their hard
work.
I also need to thank Ann Davidson, George & Ursula Hobkirk, Richard Wilkinson, Paul & Lynne Pickles, Dave Cole &
Dianne Malik, Richard Wilton, Leeds Harley-Davidson. Marshalls of Horsforth, Andy & Sharon Dorsett, Jane, Lee &
Declan Foster, Frank Quinlan, Kolly Coltart, Colin & Liz Watmuff, Keith Allen, Graham Cloake, Neil Ferres, Richard
Farrier, Vic & Debbie Smith, Phil Hannam, The Noble Comb. East Yorkgate Shooting Club, Thundercity, Vision
Photography, Mad Brad, Graham Walker and anyone else that donated prizes or helped at HOG THE HUMBER Thank
you
The only down side to this year Humber was the number of people who attended, especially our own members so next
year can you all not only turn up but also try to get other bikers to come along if not for the weekend for the bridge
crossing. It is open to any two wheeled vehicle and trikes and remember all the profits go to local charities, we need more
people to attend.
This is Dave Malt’s last edition of the Aire Valley Times, Dave has been the editor of The Aire Valley Times since
November 2010 he has resigned, he resigned because he does not receive backing in terms of content from the members.
Dave is very busy with the voluntary work he does for the Motor Cycle Action Group, sorting out all the entertainment
for their Farmyard Rally and others which really is a massive undertaking.
First I would like to thank Dave for all the effort he has put in over the years, (and Carol for putting up with him working
weekends) Dave produced some great AVTs, our mag has been talked about by the powers that be at HOG and has been
used as a example to other Chapters as to what a Chapter magazine should look like.
So thank you Dave.
Now we need a volunteer to take over as Editor of the AVT, if we don't get someone, that will be the end of the mag and
that would be very sad especially for members living further away where it's their main source of contact with the club. I
know Dave will explain how he puts it all together to whoever takes over. Anyone interested please contact me, and soon.
I know it's a long way ahead but January 9th sees our annual Christmas Dinner Dance at the Mercure Leeds Parkway
Hotel, Otley Road, Leeds, LS16 8AG. Lots of you have said we should book the same band as last year (the band that
played outside at Hog the Humber) so I have. The Stolen Phones will be back this year. Tickets are £25 each and include a
3 course dinner, DJ and Band. For those of you wishing to stay overnight we have arranged a special rate of £55 per
double or twin room inc. breakfast. This has always been a great evening if you have not been before get yourself a table
booked, (or just a chair at a table!) I can promise you and your guests a good time. I hope to see you all there. This event
can be booked by sending a cheque to: Aire Valley UK Chapel Cottage, 18 Cragg Hill, Horsforth Leeds LS18 4NU. Or
contact Sandra 07973 820181.
That's all I have for this edition, have a great rest of the season.
Ride safe and have fun!

Mike
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Let’s get it right from the start, that’s not the Enid Blyton’s Famous Five
from your school days, it’s five blokes from Aire Valley UK riding our
Harleys from Rotterdam, through Germany to a little known rally called
Biker Mania in the beautiful Austrian town of Saalbach Hinterglem in the
Pinzgou Valley, much to the surprise of quite a few of the other attendees
who seemed to trailer their bikes in and were gobsmacked that we had
ridden “All the way from Yorkshire”. We should have numbered six but
unfortunately Graham had to drop out at short notice due to family illness.
So Saturday 24th June around lunchtime and me and Clive leave Harrogate
(yeah I’ve moved to the posh bit now) in waterproofs as its just started to
rain, and the rain gets worse as we hit the A1 and a bit worse as we get on
the M62 but thankfully it eases as we get to Mucky Macs in Hull where we
arranged to fuel up and meet Dave, Richard and Brian, Graham has also
come along to see us on our merry way.
A couple of hours later, bikes safely strapped down on the ferry and it’s in to the restaurant for a nice meal, once again
Brian never ceases to amaze me with his choice of courses, first course soup, ok, next course Salmon en croute with Prawns
and wait for it, gravy?? Apparently he thought the Salmon was a steak pasty, still doesn’t account for the prawns though, the
guy must have a stomach like a waste disposal unit.
After the meal it’s in to the bar for the ritual few beers to help sleep the night away, that’s my excuse an I’m sticking to it.
Sunday morning and after a hearty breakfast, Brian included,
it’s off the ferry and on our way to Rudishiem in Germany, a
little bit of motorway riding then off down some great roads
at the side of the Rhine, It’s good how nearly all the bikers
going the opposite way acknowledge each other over there,
just a wave or a raised hand. After a good days riding we
arrived at our hotel Gashouse Rose in Rudishiem late
afternoon. A really nice hotel but unfortunately no bar, well a
fridge and an honesty box but that would be ok for later so,
after checking in and a quick change it’s down town to a
restaurant/beer garden on the recommendation of the lady
behind the desk in our hotel. It turned out to be well
recommended too, we all had a great meal, starters and mains
at reasonable prices and of course a few beers then a walk
back to our hotel to raid the fridge, yes we did pay in to the honesty box and Dave and I did leave a couple of bottles for
anyone else who happened to come in after us.
Monday morning and after a continental breakfast it’s back on the bikes and off to our next stop for a couple of nights in
Dinkelsbuhl. Again some great roads down the Rhine then a hop on the motorway for a few miles, but when we came off
the motorway the sat nav on Dave’s bike took us down some fantastic cart tracks through fields and round lakes, I think he
must have pressed the windy road button but whatever it was a fantastic route and got us right to the door of the hotel
Golden Lamb. We have stayed here before and it is a fantastic place with secure bike parking in a lock up garage and great
food prepared by the owner Sebastian who was a pastry chef in a top London hotel for a while. The hotel is family run and is
set in this fantastic 16th century walled town, well worth a visit if you are ever in the area. We had 2 nights here and spent
our day off wandering round and looking in the massive church and a walk round the town walls.
Wednesday morning and after a nice breakfast we settle our bill, making sure Brian has his credit card safely tucked away
after paying, even Sebastian’s wife remembered the last time he was there and took a hotel business card instead of his
credit card, we set off for Saalbach. After some more good roads and a few hours riding we arrived in Saalbach late
afternoon to be greeted my good friend Freddie who is the owner of the Hotel Austria, after the usual ritual of a beer and
Schnapps to welcome the weary travelers its check in to the rooms, one thing we did find that despite the short notice all
the hotels were quite good with the single supplement due to the reduction in numbers, none more so than Freddie who
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just waived it completely, saying never mind you might get lucky, didn’t happen by the way. Once checked in and bags
unpacked it’s a quick change and a walk up to Hinterglemm where the rally is held although it doesn’t start till Thursday so
we can walk up main street for free to the Road King pub at the top of the street which is the usual hang out for all the
custom bikes and nutters doing burn outs and doughnuts once the rally starts properly. Tonight it’s fairly quite so we mange
to get a decent bite to eat and a few beers then grab a cab down to Bobbies Bar in Saalbach for a few more.
Thursday morning and it’s a late breakfast 8-45 as we are the only ones in the hotel until later on so we could pick our own
time. Then three of us, me Clive and Brian decide to go on the Grossglockner Alpine road, Dave and Richard are staying
local for the day so we set off. We travelled through Zell am Zee which is another beautiful town with a massive lake, hence
the name Zell the town on the sea, there is a railway which runs through the town and part of the siding was used in the
making of the film Von Ryan’s Express staring Frank Sinatra when after they had taken the train they stopped to feed the
prisoners. See, history lesson thrown in. On reaching the toll booths at the start of the Alpine road the operator informed us
that the road had only been opened half an hour ago to motorcycles and the temperature through the tunnels was zero
degrees “so please to be careful” was his parting comment. If you have not travelled this road then you really should if you
get the chance, it consists of around 28 hairpins and has some magnificent views. We reached the halfway point, still
surrounded in mist and a slight peppering of snow mixed in, and went in to the café for a warm brew and a few photos of
the bikes against snow drifts. Then we were back on the bikes for the next leg of the trip, more hairpins, 2 tunnels but the
snow and the mist cleared by the time we reached the end of the route, some fantastic views, another cuppa and lunch then
turned round and did it all again on the way down.
That evening we registered for the rally and had a
wander in to Hinterglem for our evening meal,
another few beers and listen to the bands in the
rally, as well as the usual burnouts and doughnuts
being performed up and down the street.
Friday the weather was against us for taking the
bikes out so we hung out round the hotel for a
few hours before taking a walk up to the rally
village which was fairly quiet due to the weather.
Late afternoon we grabbed a taxi down to
Saalbach to try to catch up with an old mate who
used to manage the Beer Keller at Hotel Austria,
he now works in a restaurant/trout farm so we
had a fantastic meal of fresh trout or in my case
smoked trout, a few beers and the complimentary
Schnapps, two of these as another old mate who
owns Bobby’s Bar insisted on buying us one as
well. Then it’s another cab and back to the rally village.
Saturday and the weather was being kind to us today so we set off to Berchtesgaden across the border in Germany and a visit
to Eagles Nest. This is the mountain retreat built by Goering and presented to Adolf Hitler as a gift for his 50 th birthday.
Apparently he rarely used it because of his fear of heights and he was claustrophobic, hence the fantastic polished brass
interior of the lift which rises 300 feet through the mountain, and has a back up motor which is an original diesel engine
from a U Boat, that’s another history lesson for ya. Some more fantastic photos taken here, the views, once the cloud
disappears are out of this world and well worth a visit if you are in the area. From here we headed back to Saalbach and
another meal at the fish restaurant before heading back to the hotel to park the bikes and a quick change before heading up
to the rally for the last night. We all bought the rally pin, which is the raffle ticket to win a Harley, including one for our
missing man, but all our numbers were in the 1000s and the winner was 190, never mind at least we got a rally pin, more
than we got the other year at the Benelux Rally.
Sunday and it’s an early breakfast before setting off for our overnight stop in Heidelberg Germany. The first hour or so was
fine but once we hit the motorways the traffic was horrendous, even without the wagons, which don’t travel on Sundays,
the queues were massive. Even on the bikes and filtering through the queues the 300 or so miles to Heidelberg still took
around 10 hours. At least it stayed fine until only a couple of miles from the hotel, where we settled down for a quiet
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evening meal and a couple of beers.
Monday morning and again an early breakfast before setting off for Rotterdam and our overnight ferry to Hull. The traffic
was better today and we made good time so were able to stop for a leisurely lunch at a service area within half an hour of
the port. Everything had gone fine with all the bikes right up to the point when we stopped at passport control and Clive’s
wouldn’t start again. We managed to push him through and in to the queue which was near a steel canopy like at a filling
station, once under there the bike fired straight away so we can only think that there was some sort of radio interference in
the area.Once again bikes secure and it’s down to the restaurant for our evening meal, first course of soup for most of us
but again Brian does the opposite, steak pudding with all the trimmings then soup then a fish course then four desserts.
Jimmy 2 dinners you’ve no chance against this guy.
Tuesday morning 8-30 am and we’re off the ferry and passing through passport control, we all said our goodbyes prior to
leaving the docks so we could have a clear run home. The weather looks ok at the moment but once on the A63 the black
clouds opened up and we had the worst rain of the whole trip, welcome home guys!!

I’d just like to say a bike thanks to all the guys on the trip. Richard Farrier for organizing the ferry and hotels, Dave Cole for
navigating all the routes, Brian Chapman for making us all laugh and Clive Raistrick for all the photos.
Thanks Guys I hope you all enjoyed it as much as I did and Graham, we can all do it again another year mate.
Cheers Allan
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No, this isn’t one of the director’s new money-raising schemes for the
lonely hearts of Aire Valley, but a tribute to the 20+ members of the club
who turned out to escort my daughter Jenny’s wedding car as it left the
ceremony held at Bedern Hall, York.
It’s true to say that the majority of the wedding guests had no idea what
was happening when the bikes turned up in what was formerly a quiet culde-sac just outside of Monk Bar in the centre of York. I imagine that some
thought they were about to be mugged and robbed by the notorious York
Biker Gang, but having reassured the guests that these really were my
friends and were really nice people, everyone relaxed.
The bride and groom were absolutely delighted with the support shown
and had a few words with the squad before being driven off to the
reception followed by a phalanx of bikers.
Although I did not witness the procession through a busy York centre on a
Saturday afternoon, it was a real traffic stopper, with hundreds of tourists taking photos of the happy couple and the
following entourage.
After leaving the city centre the escort squad repaired to the house of Doc and Debs Elliott where afternoon tea was served,
along with a glass of bubbly to toast the newlyweds.
My heart felt gratitude to all who took part, but in particular to Doc and Debs for leading the ride and hosting the party,
Mick Pierce who led some bikes over from Leeds, Steve King and Andie Hannam who marked the route and managed to
keep folks together and everyone else who helped to make it a special day for Jenny and James.
Ian McNeill
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Yes, Outer Mongolia exists
For those who may have thought Outer Mongolia was just a mythical place
that we all refer to at some point, nope, it’s there and the riding is great!!!
Matt Jones and I travelled to Ulaanbaatar via Istanbul and Bishkek at the
beginning of June, to embark on a 1400 km ride through the Steppes and
Gobi Desert. Neither of us was quite sure what we would be seeing, but we
were unprepared for quite so much ‘nothing’! By nothing, I mean thousands
of Kilometres of rolling grass covered plains. Not only grass, but aromatic
herbs that released amazing smells as you rode over them, and to be honest,
it is that which is my overriding memory of Mongolia. (It is known as ‘MAMBA’ Steve, Miles and Miles of not a lot. Ed.)
We picked up a collection of KTMs and Hondas after spending the first night in a Yurt at a tourist camp outside town and
then headed out in the rain for a familiarization ride in the mud. Thankfully, that was really the only rain we had all trip.
Our route would take us in a big clockwise circuit from
UB southwards, taking in a variety of terrain, but not a
tree in sight. They only have them up north!! Most
nights were spent under canvass in the middle of
nowhere with any support coming out of the back of a
converted truck. No running water, no internet, no
reception, no electricity most of the time and no toilets.
You just took a loo roll and a motorbike and headed off
across the plains until you thought you were out of
telescopic lens range to take a dump. By the way, kick
start pedals make an ace loo roll holder!!
We played in deep sand, avoided crevasses, slid on
gravel and crossed rivers. One in particular comes to
mind where the local village came out to watch us try
and get 12 bikes through a fast flowing torrent. We had
a 25% success rate and they had a grand day out cheering!!
We saw temples, eagles, camels, prairie dogs by the million, wild horses and a whole host of flora and fauna too numerous
to mention. We drank Chinggis Vodka by the camp fire and were served the most amazing food from the back of the truck
including two types of caviar on split boiled eggs! Hardly slumming it. That said, there was ice on the tents one night and
more than a vague aroma wafting around the tents. The odd hotel with showers was a welcomed relief.
There were 5 incidents that needed medical intervention and one of our team finished the tour in a wheel chair, although he
is recovering and expects to be back in the saddle in August. Sadly, on a parallel trip whilst we were there, one of their
team came home in a body bag, just underscoring that whilst these trips are fun, they are not without an element of danger.
So, what next? Well, I’m off to re-enact the Easy Rider film trip from LA to New Orleans, then Graham Goodwin and I are
off to Chile to ride south to Tierra del Fuego and then in 2016 it’s Kathmandu to Everest base camp!!! One day I will act
my age, but hopefully that will be a long way away!!!!

Word ‘n’ Pix: Steve King
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A few more photos from the intrepid explorers
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As the club’s Safety Officer, unlike some of the other club officials, I do not have
a lot of input into the monthly meetings and to a large extent the club ride-outs;
the ride-outs being generally ridden to a good standard and it is fairly rare for
safety issues to arise, other than keeping a safe distance between bikes and the
need for riders to watch their mirrors for approaching road captains.
Having given some thought to the role of the Safety Officer, I have decided to
write a few regular articles covering safety and safer riding issues. In doing so I
must stress that I am no expert on either the law or motorcycling.
I will kick off with Motorcycle Filtering, often seen as a bit of a grey area and
something that drivers of cars and other vehicles may be totally ignorant of with
regard to the law/rules of the road.
The Highway Code states at:
Rule 88 Manoeuvring……position yourself so that drivers can see you in their mirrors. Additionally, when filtering in
slow-moving traffic, take care and keep your speed low.
Rule 151 In slow-moving traffic…be aware of cyclists and motorcyclists who may be passing on either side i.e. filtering
Rule 211 Motorcyclists and cyclists….it is often difficult to see motorcyclists and cyclists, especially when they are
coming up from behind, coming out of junctions, at roundabouts, overtaking you or filtering through traffic. This rule
makes it plain that drivers should watch for filtering motorcyclists.
The road traffic laws may also consider filtering issues that I am not aware of and therefore will not make reference to. You
may want to consider this further.
Practicalities of filtering If done incorrectly, filtering can be very dangerous. Before filtering consider the following: the
speed of the traffic through which you plan to filter, the speed differential between you and the moving traffic, the amount
of space available to you, a space that you can slot into to avoid on-coming traffic. Do not cross or straddle solid white lines,
do not overtake after a ‘No Overtaking’ sign, do not overtake the lead vehicle within the confines of the zig-zags of a
pedestrian/pelican crossing, do not cause danger or force other vehicles to alter course or speed.
You may enter a hatched lane divider as long as it has dashed boundary lines and it is safe and necessary to do so, pass
traffic on the left (undertake) queuing or slow moving traffic but you should not change lanes in order to gain an advantage,
pass traffic on the left if the vehicle is indicating to turn right (rule 181), pass traffic on the left if you are turning left in a
dedicated left turn lane, pass traffic on the left in a one way street.
Watch out for pedestrians crossing between vehicles, vehicles emerging from junctions, vehicles changing lanes or Uturning without warning, car doors opening, traffic islands, other filtering bikes – in front and behind.
Filtering speeds it is generally recommended not to filter past slow moving traffic above 20mph. And the speed
differential should not be more than 15-20 mph above that of the moving traffic. This is sometimes referred to as a 20/20
rule – i.e. you should not filter past traffic travelling at more than 20mph and you should not be riding at more than 20mph
faster than the slow moving traffic. At speeds above this, filtering becomes overtaking and risks become much greater.
Remember, Rule 88 (above) instructs motorcyclists to take care when filtering and to keep the speed low.
I have spoken to the West Yorkshire Police Driver Training Officer who added further advice to the above; he advises that
when filtering, you should always be able to stop safely in the event of the unexpected happening e.g. a car door opening, a
vehicle pulling out of a side road. Filtering speed should therefore be adjusted to meet any particular road/traffic situation.
He has seen too many accidents involving motorcyclists filtering at inappropriate speeds!
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Motorways In the section of the Highway Code that covers motorways, it states that ‘many other rules apply to
motorway driving, either wholly or in part: Rules ….83-126, 146-151’ etc. Rules 88 and 151 (above) on filtering
therefore apply on motorways. Other than that, the Highway Code section on motorways is silent.
Practicalities Filtering on motorways will generally occur when the traffic is stationary or ‘crawling.’ Motorcyclists can
then filter past traffic in such instances, usually filtering between lanes and therefore passing traffic on the left and right.
Other countries may have rules/laws that make filtering unlawful and riders are advised to be aware of this when
motorcycling abroad.
Case Law* There is case law on accidents involving filtering motorcyclists and in many cases the motorcyclist is held
partially or fully responsible for the accident. So take particular care when filtering. Remember, as motorcyclists, we are
particularly vulnerable in accidents!
Keep it safe, keep it legal.
Tony Burns
Aire Valley Safety Officer

*Case law includes: Powell v Moody (1966) motorcyclist 80% to blame. Clarke v Whinchurch (1969) motorcyclist 100% to blame,
Leeson v Bevis Transport (1972) motorcyclist 50% to blame, Worsford v Howe (1980) motorcyclist 50% to blame. There are plenty
more and the insurance companies tend to refer to cases such as these when defending/dealing with claims.

P HIL & A NDIE H ANNAM
For those of you who haven’t heard: Phil and Andie Hannam were
involved in an accident on northern France last week. I was at the
Shipley HD Rally when I heard. Phil came out of it worse than
Andie, but she is by his bedside. Lots of bruising and several broken
ribs (which in itself can be dangerous). I believe that as soon as he is
well enough, he’ll be brought back home in an Air Ambulance.
I’m sure you’ll all join me in wishing them both a speedy return to
full health.
Dave
PS By the time you read this, either Mick or Sue will have given more
details out at the AVH meeting
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MASHAM WEEKEND
Thanks to everyone who sent thank you messages following our Masham
Trip this April. The feeling seems to be that this was our best Masham
ever! More than 70 of our members attended, either for the whole
weekend or for one night or just for the ride out on the Saturday.
Whilst we are happy to accept your thank you messages we want to put on
record our thanks to other folks who helped to make the weekend such a
success:
Firstly, thanks to Sandra Gaunt for collecting the deposits and helping Sue
keep track of attendees! We take a deposit for weekends away and other
activities for a couple of reasons; firstly, once someone has paid a deposit
“in their heads they are committed to attending”. There are many reasons
why somebody has to drop out and of course we understand that, but
unless someone takes your place the deposit will be donated to the Yorkshire Ambulance.
Secondly, a big thank you is due to Ian McNeil who plots the route for the ride out from the Kings Head on the Saturday so
successfully each year. Folks always return from one of Ian’s rides with big smiles. He is a wizard and saves Mick a job!
Thirdly, we must thank all the staff at The Kings Head who were this year absolutely brilliant. They made our stay at the
hotel even more enjoyable with their truly professional approach. The food this year was terrific, served promptly, piping
hot and by such friendly staff. Nothing was too much trouble for them.
Personally, a big thanks from us to Dave Cole for picking up Sue from home when she was unable to go on the bike due to
her sciatica.
The 2015 date for Masham will be 11th-12th September – format the same as before, leave dealership 10am
on the Friday for leisurely ride to Masham. The new prices will be £220 per double room or £110 for
single occupancy – that price includes dinner, bed, breakfast for 2 nights. Please give your names to Sue and
give Sandra a cheque for your deposit - £25 per head please.
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A CTIVITIES O FFICERS 2
WHITLEY BAY – 2 NIGHT STAY
The next event on our calendar will be the Whitley Bay weekend – 12th/13th September 2014. This year we have reserved
all 31 rooms at The Newquay Lodge Hotel. We have had a walk round the hotel and the rooms are very pleasant indeed.
By the time we arrive all rooms will have been refurbished, so the accommodation should be an improvement on 2013.
There is bike parking at the front of the hotel in the yard and there are security cameras 24:7 and reception staff on duty all
night. This new hotel will mean that everyone can be together. The cost is £30 per person per night bed and breakfast. At
the time of writing we have 5 rooms left.
Weekends away with Aire Valley are an excellent way to get involved with the club and meet other members socially. If
you are new to the club please think about joining us.
The deposit system is the same. Please let Sandra have a cheque for £25 per head for this weekend to secure your room.
DONCASTER DOGS SATURDAY NOVEMBER 15TH
A return to the dog track for one of the most popular events we have organized. Tickets are £15 each which includes
entrance to the dog track with a private room overlooking the track where you can place a bet. A pie/pea or curry/rice
supper is also included in the fee. Many of the group decide to stay at the Travel Lodge on the M18 where you can get a
room for about £25 a night. We then organize taxis/mini-buses to the race track. On return to the accommodation we
have an impromptu party which involves “the coffin” – (bring a bottle). This is one of Sandra’s favourite nights of the year
and has become a legend in Aire Valley activities. A night not to be missed. Full details at the monthly meeting or if you
want to get involved just give us a call. Full payment please to Sandra and names to Sue a.s.a.p. as we need to pay the track
in advance.
2015
We are always planning ahead. We have been able to source a new location. Next year we are planning a weekend away in
Penrith in April (24th 25th and 26th) and will be moving the Masham weekend to September. Although Masham is a huge
success we just thought that to introduce a little change might be a good thing. So we changed the month we attend!!
We stayed at The George in Penrith in April 2014 and found it to be a lovely hotel. It is centrally located in the town, is
quite luxurious, serves great food, has excellent staff and we were able to secure a good deal on a block booking. It will
give us the opportunity to ride some different roads. From Leeds it took 90 mins in the car so is still do-able after work on
a Friday if you are not able to take the day off. The cost will be £200.00 per double room for the weekend, D.B.& B.
There are more single rooms than Masham (5) and some of the rooms can be turned into twins if guys want to share!!! The
solo guys benefit as they want to charge us £100.00 per person. At the time of writing we have 2 single rooms left.

Words and pictures:
Mick & Sue Pierce
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CODA
Coda - In music, a more or less independent passage, usually at the end of a composition, introduced to bring it to a
satisfactory close.
It is also coming close to the end of the riding season, but I’ll be out on mine as long as there is no snow or ice around
So now, the end is near and so I face… (Stop that right now! Ed.). I have to say though, it has been a lot of fun, if a little
frustrating at times. The lack of input this year has been the source of my frustration. Having been coerced into using a lot
of my extremely valuable time booking bands for all the Yorkshire MAG rallies, getting them organised and making sure
they are where we need them to be at the right time, I found myself being unable to chase people for articles as well.
I am not going to be too far away though, I will assist the new Editor for the next issue, whenever that may be, and then
YOU ARE ON YOUR OWN - muahahaha.
I will also be a contributor. We go to a large number of rallies throughout the year, so I’ll learn how to use one of those
new-fangled digital camera wotsits and lern how to rite stuff proper-like.
I can now concentrate on finding and booking 30 bands for 2015, hoping that none of ‘em split up during the intervening
period. Hopefully one of those bands will be my new project… (You wish. Ed)
That’s it then, I’ve said my final piece and I hand the reins over to the next mug, er Editor. The Ed is dead, long live the
Ed.
Thanks to all my regular contributors, Mike Gaunt, Mick and Sue Pierce, Allan Ward, Tony Burns and anyone who has
ever sent me stuff, you know who you are. And I cannot forget Steve King who’s tales of madness, sorry, derring-do have
filled plenty of space in this auspicious rag.
Last but not least, to Ian MacNeill, my predecessor, who let me have the templates far too quickly for my liking.
That’s it then, see ya!
Dave
Er, shouldn’t there be some soppy music and a collage of my past glories or something…? (NO, now gerroff)

Hoorah, well done! (pic taken from the stage at the 2004 Farmyard Party
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